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Three distinguished faculty members at the University of Georgia have received one of the highest honors a scientist can earn, election to the National Academy of Sciences.
Three University of Georgia faculty members elected to National Academy of Sciences
The Georgia politician and romance writer, whose latest novel is the thriller “While Justice Sleeps,” recommends “Master of the Senate,” by Robert Caro: “It is a seminal work on the nature of power, ...
The One Book Stacey Abrams Would Require the President to Read
Well, thanks for having me, Mark. It's great to be with you. You know, I would say that I'm a conservative. I mean, that's the easiest description. I'm a constitutional lawyer by background. I was a ...
Hawley says he won't 'bow down to woke mob' that tried to cancel his book
In "Rooted," cutting-edge science supports a truth that poets, artists, mystics, and earth-based cultures across the world have proclaimed over millennia: ...
Life At The Crossroads Of Science, Nature, And Spirit
Michelle Black, widow of a Green Beret killed in the 2017 Niger ambush, has interviewed many of the mission’s survivors and questioned inconsistencies in the official report.
Book excerpt: ‘Sacrifice: A Gold Star Widow’s Fight for the Truth’
The biggest gain from promoting and according prestige to low-cost research is that we can make science inclusive and democratic.
Science on a shoestring budget
Yen; We Are Satellites by Sarah Pinsker; The Kingdoms by Natasha Pulley; and The Cottingley Cuckoo by AJ Elwood ...
The best recent science fiction and fantasy – reviews roundup
Legend: Genghis Khan came up with an early concept for hamburgers that involved tenderizing meat scraps under the saddles of horses as his Golden Horde ransacked its way to China back in the 13th ...
New book for young readers serves bite-size anecdotes, details history of food beloved by kids
Frank W. Abagnale Jr. is famous for cons documented in the blockbuster “Catch Me If You Can.” But science writer Alan Logan says the real grift is Abagnale’s entire story.
Could this famous con man be lying about his story? A new book suggests he is
After an hour watching Bill Nye answer ... Georgia students during his virtual conversation with University Union, it’s clear the fast pace and quick wit of his show reflects Nye in real life.
UGA University Union hosts Bill Nye the Science Guy for Earth Day Q&A
Today, conversations about faith and science are seemingly uncommon at the university and in other public settings. Yet in an increasingly polarizing society, a constructive dialogue is needed ...
Constructive science and religion dialogues at the University
It’s the ninth version of the museum’s showcase of emerging from across the country, and this year features two artists producing work in Georgia.
Museum of Arts and Science’s exhibit features rising artists in Georgia, across U.S.
In the final pages of "Southbound," Anjali Enjeti's collection of essays on identity, race and Southern politics, the author poses one simple but thorny question that looms like a ghost over much of ...
Book Review: In 'Southbound,' former Chattanoogan considers her identity in an evolving region
The complexities of defining life are the subject of the new book, Life’s Edge ... and maybe our parents gave us an answer that wasn’t terribly satisfying, and then we thought maybe science had the ...
What Does It Mean To Be Alive?
WALB News 10 in Georgia reported that he is opening up a new school in Albany. Randall aspires to transform the former Isabella School into the New Life Preparatory School. In the WALB interview ...
21-Year-Old Builds Charter School For Young Black Boys in Georgia
The Georgia Institute of Technology ... "Together, we as researchers can work side by side to actually have a complete answer and understanding of what to do next. We can then give our electric ...
Georgia Tech shares $15M from NASA to advance deep space exploration
But voting-rights advocates should be clear about why they consider these restrictions to be “Jim Crow in the 21st century,” as President Biden described Georgia’s new law, rather than just ...
Jim Crow’s Ominous Lessons on Voter Suppression
It's a generation's entire life ... "Why should Georgia need federal approval of its voting laws while New York doesn't? That doesn't seem fair to me," he said. To Carter, the answer to that ...
Effects of Jim Crow Era Live On in Modern America, Some Say
“The world seen his life being ... waiting for answers in the case The Justice Department closed its investigation into Till’s death in 2007, but it was reopened after a 2017 book detailed ...
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